Topics

1. Reminder: Worklife Survey
2. Heads Up: The Senate (as of now) has no place to meet next semester!
3. New: The Navigate System
4. Now: Resolution on Senate Scheduling
Navigate

Helping faculty and staff navigate the operational complexities of off-campus research, instruction, and engagement.

Search by keyword(s), or click on your intended destination below.

Domestic
Explore essential operational information to help you plan or conduct your Cornell activities within the United States.

International
Explore essential operational information to help you plan or conduct your Cornell activities outside the United States.
Pain points & reoccurring questions

Who should I call about...

I’m contracting for services in Thailand. What agreement should I use?

What steps do I have to follow for...

Do I need a visa to travel?

Are there standard forms I should use for...

Can I hire a local employee to work on my research project in...

I’ve called two different people, and received two different answers.
The Resolution on Senate Meeting Dates

Whereas the Faculty Senate traditionally meets on the second Wednesday of the month; and

Whereas Cornell University is committed to having a diverse and inclusive environment for students, faculty, and staff,

Be it therefore resolved that Senate meetings be held on the third Wednesday of the month if the second Wednesday of the month falls on a major religious holiday.